
THE I?SFT,UENCE O F  TREE BREEDING ANL3 
STOCKlNG RATE ON T R E E  CROP QUALITY 

ABSTRACT 

I n  a field trial at Rotoehu State Forest, radiata pine raised 
from seed orchard seed were established in a series of plots a1 
rates runging from 250 to 1500 stems/ha. Trees from a routine 
seedlot were also planted at 1500 siemslha. The regime applied 
involved pruning f o  6 m in three lifts wi th  three concurrent 
thinnings to a final crop of 250 stemslha. After each pruning/ 
thinning selection tlze residual crop trees were assessed and 
d.b.h. wus measured. At the last assessment 90% of the final 
crop derived from seed orchard stock planted at 1500 stemslha 
were good form dominants and co-dominants, but only 57% 
of the crop from the routine seed source established at the 
same stocking fitted this description. Where just the final-crop 
stocking was planted using seed orchard-derived stock, only 
23% of the crop were good form dominants or co-dominants. 
Crop quality improved rupidlv with increased initiul stocking, 
u p  to  1000 stemslhu, but  improvemenf was slofwer from higher 
stocking. This indicates that establishing as few as four times 
the final crop may be all that is necessary. The rate of diameter 
growth was lowest in crop trees derived from the routine seed 
source. 

INTRODUCTION 

Apart from its fast rate of stand growth, proibably the most 
notable characteristic of radiata pine (Pinus radiata D. Don) in 
New Zealand is the variation in individual tree growth rate 
and form. The silviculturist expects this variation and normally 
countcrs it by planting more trees per hectare than he needs 
for the final crop, removing inferior types in one or more 
thinnings. For regimes where the product objective is satisfied 
by a relatively high stocking (such as pulpwood or energy), 
variation in form may not be very important. However, for 
socalled "direct" regimes of the type originally advocated by 
Fenton and Sutton (1968), in which timber quality is en- 
hanced by pruning and thinnings are applied to encourag> 
rapid diameter growth on the final-crop trees, tree form is 
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important since to overcome this variation by high planting 
rates is to increase costs. 

One method of improving tree form is through tree breed- 
ing. The intensive breeding programme for radiata pine be- 
gan in New Zealand in 1953 and the first cloaal seed orchard 
was planted in 1957-8 by the N.Z. Forest Service. The seed 
orchard clones were derived from plus trees selected from 
dominants in 30-year-old plantations (Thulin, 1969). Selection 
concentrated on straightness o~f stem, branch habit, an,d free- 
dom from stem cones in the lower 18 m of stem. Vigour was 
not as highly regarded, but, since olizly dolminants were con- 
sidered, some improvement in vigour was expected. Of the 
4000 kg oif seed collected each year by the N.Z. Forest Service, 
about half is nolw oif seed orchard origin (I. J. Thulin, pers. 
comm.). Although it has always been recognised that seedlings 
resulting from seed orchards would still display considerable 
variation in tree type (Thulin, 1957), use of this seed shouid 
result in an improvement in tree quality and it should now be 
possible to moldify silvicultural practices (especially the rate 
of initial stocking) to take advantage of this. A field trial was 
established with the primary olbjective of determining the 
extent to which initial stoicking could be reduced when apply- 
ing a "direct" regime. I t  also had the aims of comparing the 
performance of seed orchard stock and stock from a routine 
source, and providing information on early crop selection. 

THE TRIAL 

The trial consisted of 14 plots, each 0.2 ha in area, located in 
Compartment 123 of Rotoehu State Polrest. Two plots were 
planted at each of the stocking rates 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250 
and 1500 stems/ha with seed orchard stock, and two at 1500 
stems/ha with a routine seedlot collected in Kaingaroa State 
Forest from selected parent trees. The seed for the improved 
stock was collected from the Gwavas seed orchard 10 years 
after the orchard was established. 

The silvicultural regime was the same for all plots; the aim 
was to achieve a final crop of 250 pruned stems/ha. Pruning 
was done in three lifts: 

0-2 m at 5 yr oln not more than 750 select stemslha; 
2 4  m at 6 yr on not more than 500 select stems/ha: 
4-6 m at 7 yr on not more than 250 select stems/ha. 

All unpruned trees were thinned m t  immediately after prun- 
ing. This means that plots planted at 1000 stems/ha or greater 
were thinned three times but nlo~ts established a t  750 stems/ha 
received m l v  two thinnings (after second and third pruning), 
plots established at 500 stems/ha received one thinning (after 
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third pruning), and plots established at the final-crop stocking 
of 250 stemslha were not thinned at all. (For additional infor- 
mation on the trial, see James 1977, 1978a, b.) 

SELECTION OF CROP TREES 

The criteria on which crop trees should be selected have 
been the subject of debate. They were discussed during the 
1970 FRI pruning and thinning symposium (see Tustin and 
Bunn, 1970), when Valentine and Tustin (1970) argued that 
trees should be chosen first on the basis of stem straightness, 
with vigour second, and a clearly dominant terminal stem 
leader third. The N.Z. Forest Service selection manual 
(N.Z.F.S., 1976) places relative dominance (i.e, vigour) first, 
condition of leader second, and stem straightness third. How- 
ever, Sutton (1973), after reporting results from a field trial 
in which changes in dominance and form were monitored over 
time, argued that straightness should be first, condition of 
leader second, and relative dominance third. He reasoned that 
stem deviation was a permanent defect that could not be 
remedied by silvicultural treatment, but that vigour could in 
part be induced by thinning; the results of his trial had in- 
dicated that about half the trees classifield as having leader 
n~alformation at height 5 m had outgrown the defect by 12.5 
m. More recently, grade studies on pruned logs and the defeci 
core they contained have confirmed the importance of stem 
straightness at time of pruning (J. C. Park, pers. comm.). For 
this trial, selections of crop trees were made with stem 
straightness as first priority, with vigour second, and, because 
of the ability (demonstrated by Sutton, 1973) of trees to re- 
cover from leader malformation, condition of the terminal 
leader third. 

ASSESSMENTS 

Throughout, both crop selections and crop tree assessments 
were carried out by the same two officers working in c o n j u n ~  
tioa. Crop trees were assessed and diameter at breast height 
was measured after each selection. Trees were either classed 
as defect-free or their defects were listed. From these lists 
trees were assigne~d to "tree-type". From best to worst these 
types were: 
- Defect-free dominant 
- Dominant with minor stem deviation 
- Defect-free co-dominant 
- Co-dominant with minor stem deviation 
- "Form pruned", i.e., defect-free dominant or co-domi- 

nant after competing leader removed 
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Dominant and straight but without a clearly defined 
terminal leader 
Ccrdolminant and straight without leader 
Dominant with leader but nolt straight 
Subdominant or suppressed but olthenvise defect-free 
Co-dominant with leader but not straight 
Forked, with more than one defect, o'r defective sub- 
dominant 

At the low pruning selection, a straight stem was defined as 
a deviation of  less than 3 cm from a 2-m rod placed against the 
tree in the zone of  maximum curvature. For later assessments 
the same criterion was used but applied "by eye". At the 
final assessment it was olbvious that almost no tree was ab- 
solutely straight. A distinction was made at this time between 
very minor deviation which would result in little or no ex- 
tension of  the defect core, and all other degrees of  crooked- 
ness. N o  matter what order oi priority is assign& to selection 
criteria, all silviculturists would agree that the most desirable 
crop trees are dominants or co-dominants with a little or no 
stem deviation andl with a single clearly defined terminal 
leader. 

RESULTS 

Crop Quality 

Results ol the three assessments are presented in Fig. 1, 
which shows the composition o f  the crop at low, medium, 
and high pruning by tree type. 

At all three selections the crop chosen from the stands 
planted with the routine seedlot contained a much lower per- 
centage o f  the preferred types than thoise originating lrom 
the seed orchard lot and planted at the same density. In fact, 
the quality o f  the "routine" crop approximates that o f  crops 
derived from seed olrchard seed but planted at only 500 to 
750 sterns/ha. 

Also apparent is the expected trend of  improving crop quality 
with increased initial stocking There is rapid improvement 
from the lowest stocking until 1000 stemslha, where the rate 
of  improvement slows. This change in crop composition with 
change in stocking was tested using the chi-squared test of 
independence. At all three assessments the differences in com- 
position were significant at the PG0.001 level. A feature of  a 
direct regime is that silvicultur~l treatment occurs early in the 
life o f  the stand and that the composition o f  the final crop is 
determined at the time o f  the last pruning. A pairwise com- 
parison was made o f  changes in final crop composition with 
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250 STEMS/HA - FINAL CROP 
AFTER THIRD THINNING 

500 STEMS/HA 
AFTER SECOND THINNING 

750 STEMS/HA 
AFTER FIRST THINNING 

250 

SEED ORCHARD LOT SEED LOT 

FIG.  1 : Composition of crop by tree types. 

Key: A = defect-free dominants 
A,= dominants with minor stem deviation 
B = defect-free co-dominants 
B,= co-dominants with minor stem deviation 
C = form pruned 
D = dominants with defective leader 
E = co-dominants with defective leader 
F = dominants, not straight 
G = subdominant or suppressed 
H = co-dominants, not straight 
I = forked, defective subdominants, or with multiple defects 
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initial stocking rate. This showeld that while the crop derived 
from the routine seed source was different from the sced 
orchard-derived crop planted at 1500 stems/ha and the crop 
resulting from planting oinly 250 stemslha was different from 
the crop planted at 500 stems/ha (both P<0.001), there was 
a much lower probability that other crops were different 
(Table 1).  Tablc 2 surnmarises in figures thc effcct of selec- 
tion ratio, expressed as initial stocking, on final crop quality. 

TABLE 1: COMPOSITION O F  FINAL CROP RESULTS O F  CHI- 
SQUARED TESTS (7 df) 

Comparison by Initial Stocking x 2  
(slems/ha 

750 v. 1000 
1000 v. 1250 
1250 v .  1500 
1500 v. 1500 routine -- 
500 v. 1000 
500 v. 1250 
500 v.  1500 
750 v. 1250 
750 v. 1250 

1000 v. 1500 

Probability 

TABLE 2: COMPOSITION OF FINAL CROP (250 stems/ha) BY 
R4AJOR TREE TYPES AFTER THIRD SELECTION (CUMULATIVE 

PERCENTAGE) 
- -- - - -- - - - - ---- - - 

Initid Siocking Katc (stemslha) 
Category Seed Orchard rout in^ 

250 590 750 100012501500 1500 
- -- -- -- - - -- - -- - - -- - 

Including dominant or co-dominant, 
defect-free or  with minor stem 23 70 72 82 89 90 57 
deviation 
Plus dominant or co-dominant, 
defective leader 29 70 73 86 89 91 59 
P h ~ s  dominant but not straight 46 81 83 95 96 100 89 
- - - -- - - - - - - - 

I t  is apparent that, where trees originated frobm the routine 
seed collection, planting at an initial stocking of 1500 stems/Iia 
was insufficient to guarantee (after three selection thinnings) 
250 dominant or cwdotminant straight or nearly straight stems 
per hectare. In fact, only 57% of the final crop wcre 0 1  this 
quality. The corresponding value for trees originating frolm 
the seed orchard source and planted at the same stocking 
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TABLE 3: STATUS OF FINAL-CROP TREES AT LOW AND MEDIUM 
PRUNING (PERCENTAGE) 

- - - - - - - - . - - - 

Irziticll Stockuzg Rate (slems/ha) 
Seed Orchcrrd Routine Mean- 

500 750 1000 1250 1500 1500 
-- -- -- -- - --- - -- - - - - - - - - - 

At low pruning 
Best 250 stems/ha 69 60 57 58 47 51 55 
2nd 250 stems/ha 31 29 33 29 40 34 33 
3rd 250 stcins/ha 11 10 13 13 15 12 

At medium pruning 
Best 250 steins/ha 75 71 77 76 64 72 7 3 
2nd 250 stems/ha 25 29 2 3  24 36 28 27 

- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- 

*Arithmetic mean, all plots (except 500 sterns/ha low pruning) 

"t , L O W  PRUNING MEDIUM PRUNING HIGH FRLJ,II.'I; 
I I I 

1875 
1 

1976 1977 
-7 

1 FIG. 2: A.lcrin dia~neter of the final-crop 250 sten?s/ha 

Key: 1 = original stocking 250 stems/ha 
2 = original stocking 500 stems/ha 
3 = original stocking 750 stems/ha 
4 = original stocking 1000 stems/ha 
5 = original stocking 1250 stemslha 
6 = original stocking 1500 stems/hn 
7 = routine seedlot original stocking 1500 stems/ha 
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was 90%. Where seed orchard-derived seedlings were planted 
at the final crop stocking, only 23% of the stems were of ac- 
ceptable dominance and form after high pruning. Table 2 
also illustrates the increase in percentage of acceptable stems 
iE trees with a defective leader or dominants which are clearly 
not straight are allomwed. 

Change in  Tree Status 

To determine whether the final crop could be identified with 
certainty at an early stage, trees selected at each of the first 
two crop selections were graded into the best, second-best, 
and third-best 250 stems/ha where there were 750 stemslha, 
and into best and second-best 250 stems/ha where there were 
500 stems/ha, trees being chosen acco~ding to the list of pre- 
ferred types. After all three selections had been completed 
and the final crop thus defined, the history of trees comprising 
the actual final crop was traced. In Table 3 it can be seen 
that, over all plots, an average of only 55% of trees considered 
at low pruning to be of the best 250 stems/ha were retained in 
the actual final crop of 250 stems/ha. At medium pruning 73% 
of the actual final crop were successfully identified. There was 
little variation to this pattern with either initial stocking or 
seed source. Some of this interchange will be due to the sub- 
jective nature of ranking trees in order of merit. However, 
examination of the reasons for removing trees after medium 
and high pruning shows that at both stages, over all plots, 
only 3% of trees removed had their worst defect listed as 
being codominant and could therefore have perhaps been re- 
tained in the final crop (James, 197813). All others possessed 
more serious defects indicating that, although they had been 
retained as potential final-crop trees at earlier selections, their 
ultimate removal was for clearly defined reasons. Most pro- 
moted trees (i.e., trees not originally considered to  be the 
best 250 stems/ha but which were in fact retained in the final 
crop) were originally classified as defect-free and co-dominant. 
Surprisingly, in view of the presumed permanence of the de- 
fect, another important category olf trees which improved in 
ranking were those classified as not straight. This improve 
ment may be more apparent than real and trees which h ~ :  
"straightened" may conceal enlarged defect zones. 

S t e m  Diameter Gvowth 

Again using records for individual trees, the diameter growth 
of the final crop was reconstructed. Mean diameters for plots 
at each rate of initial stocking are shown in Fig. 2, at four 
dates o'f measurement. Each point is the mean of 50 diameters. 
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Growth rates are similar except for the plots planted with 
trees from the routine seed source. To test this, a straight line 
regression was calculated for each line ( n  = 200) and the 
slopes of these calculated lines were compared using the 
Least Significant Difference test. This showed that tree 
diameters in the two plots derived frolm the routine secdlot 
grew at the slowest rates and that these rates were significalltly 
different from those of many of the other plots. 

Regression coefficients are listed in Table 4, arranged in 
order from highest to lowest, and those significantly different 
are indicated. 

TABLE 4: COMPARISON OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS - 
DIAMETER ON AGE 

- - - .- --- --- 
lnitial Slocliing Regression Standard Error ? Least 

(sternslha) Coelrficient Coefficient Significant 
Difcrence 

250 
750 
500 
250 

1500 
1250 
1500 
500 
750 
1000 
1250 
1000 
-- 
1500 routine 
1500 routine 

Least Significant Difference is 0.040 at P60.05. The lines span regression 
coefficients which do not differ at this level. No two plots planted at the 
same stocking have significantly different regression coefficients. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The results froim this trial have clearly demonstrated the 
improvement in tree quality resulting from the tree breeding 
programme. There have been many accounts circulated to the 
effect that trees derived frolm seed orchard seed are no better 
(or even that they are worse) than trees from routine sources. 
These are subjective opinions and, although honestly held, 
are not based on folrrnal colrnparisons. I t  is to be hoped that 
this trial will refute the earlier claims. 

Since the seed used in this trial was harvested only 10 years 
after the Gwavas seed olrchard was established, much of it 
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may have been fertilised with pollen from outside. Later har- 
vests should give even better results. 

The three highest rates o f  initial stocking used in this trial 
have resulted in crops in which between 80 and 90% o f  the 
trees are good form dominants and co-dominants. It is a matter 
o f  conjecture whether this percentage could have bcen raised 
by increasing the stocking above 1500 stemslha but, because 
some environmentally induced defect.; will almost always olc- 
cur, it seems unlikely. Much tree malformation is caused by 
factors o f  the environment (animals, wind, frost) and it will 
be very difficult to  safeguard the crop against this by means 
o f  genetic improvemcnt. Indeed, although the figures mdicate 
some improvement in croip cornpolsition as planting rate in- 
creases from 1000 to 1500 stems/ha, the improlvement is small 
(8%)  and may not repay the cost o f  raising stocking levels 
by 50%. 

The site for this experiment is fertile and o f  high quality 
and should therefore have encouraged free expression of  
genetically controlled defects. It must, however, be regarded 
as one of' "easy" establishment; when applying these results 
suitable allowances must be made for sites where mortality 
can be expected1, and for sites where soil fertility is greater 
or lesser and is thus likely to decrease or increase the number 
o f  acceptable trees. 

Results from this trial indicate the possibility o f  gains in 
diameter growth using seed orchard seed. I f  the apparent trend 
continues, it will be of  real eco~nomic significance. Crops de- 
rived from seed orchard seed would then carry more volume 
for a given time or. i f  rotation was fixed by a technical speci- 
fic~tion, be ready for felling earlier. The original selection of  
pl~ts  trees specified that chosen trees be dorminants and most 
o f  the improvemcnt in v i ~ o u r  will be simply a result o f  genetic 
gain through this method of selection. It is possible that the 
genetic gain in tree quality has also1 contributed to the increase 
in vigour. Because trees from the seed orchard source were 
of  better quality, viqorous trees were more likely also to  be 
straight with a single leader. It was the impression of  those 
perfo'rmin~ the selection that Door form in the rolutine seed- 
lot more often forced the choice o f  crop tree to be made from 
the lower dominance classes. The effect, i f  present, could not 
be quantified. 

The interchange in tree ranking has served to illustrate how 
difficult it is to identify the final crop at an early age; the re- 
sults obtained here suggest that at low pruning there is only 
a slightly better than 1-in-2 chance that this identification will 
prove correct. The finding that the tree type most likely to be 
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promoted is the o ~ o d  form co-dominant is consistent with 
earlier work (Sutton, 1973). 

With the advent of seed from clonal seed orchards the 
forester now has two methoids available to control the quality 
of his crop: selection of superior types expressed as genetic 
improvement, and selection olf the best tree types in the field 
by means of thinning. These two methods are complementary, 
and they should be used concurrently. 

Now that genetic improvement has been demonstrated in 
the field, the onus is on the forester to take advantage of this 
by reducing rates of initial establishment. The results of this 
trial indicate that on high quality sites similar to the trial 
location, only four to six times the final-crop stocking need be 
established folr a "direct" regime. This endorses what is al- 
ready practised in solme forests. 
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